
Take the first step towards a better data strategy and unlock the 

potential of AI in your business. Ensono’s Data & AI Assessment and 

Strategy will reveal the true power of your data and enable you to 

harness the capabilities of generative and advanced AI. 

 

Pave the way for better, faster decision making. 
Accelerate your data-driven journey with our comprehensive  

discovery workshops. Gain invaluable  

insights and strategic deliverables to  

drive better business outcomes:

Data Strategy Empowerment: 

Obtain a robust data strategy, high-level  

roadmap, and compelling business case tailored for your boardroom.

Holistic Understanding of Data Challenges: 

Uncover your most critical data challenges and gain a comprehensive 

understanding of their impact on your business.

Anticipate Data Platform Value: 

Confidently anticipate the immense value that a data platform will 

bring to your organisation, enabling informed decision-making.

Actionable Optimisation Opportunities: 

Unlock actionable opportunities to optimise your existing data 

platforms, maximising their potential for growth and efficiency.

Data & AI Assessment  
and Strategy 
Unlock the Potential of Your Data and Embrace the Power of AI.

The expertise you need to 
unlock your data.  

• Strategic Data Transformation:

• Unleashes actionable insights  
from unstructured data.

• Empowers better operational 
decision-making.

• Advanced Analytics Across Platforms:

• Enables deeper understanding  
and trend prediction capabilities.

• Applies analytics across diverse 
data platforms.

• Data-Driven Excellence:

• Unlocks the true potential of data 
for businesses.

• Delivers personalised experiences 
and fosters strategic thinking.

• AWS Expertise:

• Strong relationships and privileged 
access to advanced support from 
AWS Business Solutions.

• AWS Solutions Provider and 
Advanced Tier Services Partner.

52% 
of businesses’ ambitions to be data-

driven are not currently matched by 

processes and tech on the ground.



Maximise your data potential with Ensono - contact us today to start your journey.
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Comprehensive Data & AI Assessment Report
Unleash your data’s potential and propel your organisation towards AI readiness with our Data & AI Assessment 
Report. Gain actionable insights and strategic recommendations for a clear roadmap to harness the power of 
your data.

Discover the following key deliverables within our report:

 
Executive Summary: 
Gain a comprehensive overview of the engagement scope, with tailored recommendations addressing 
your unique business objectives. Benefit from Ensono’s expert analysis and insights, setting the stage 
for impactful outcomes.

Current State Assessment:
Immerse yourself in high-level diagrams and documentation of your existing analytics and IoT environment. 
Identify business risks, concerns, and areas requiring attention in Cloud Governance, enabling proactive 
mitigation strategies.

Data Modernisation Strategy:
Receive actionable recommendations to uplift your data platform and reporting capabilities. We provide 
recommended practices and toolsets based on your current state assessment, leveraging AWS products  
and services. 

AI Strategy:
Explore a detailed set of AI recommendations, including guidance on generative and advanced AI platforms 
and tooling. Incrementally adopt AI and unlock its transformative potential for your organisation. 

Building Capabilities:
Consider various paths for upskilling your business users and platform stakeholders, empowering them to 
effectively leverage your data strategy. 

Adoption Roadmap and Indicative Timeline:
Gain a tailored set of actionable next steps and timelines, designed to transition your business to the
future state. Benefit from execution guidance, AWS cost consumption estimates, and a phased deployment 
schedule for seamless implementation.

Statement of Work (SOW):
Discover Ensono’s proposed SOW for the next phase, whether it’s a Proof of Concept or the implementation 
of your first use case. Rely on our expertise and support as you embark on your data-driven journey.

AWS Cost Consumption Estimates:
Access phased cost estimates aligned with the proposed deployment schedule, ensuring transparency 
and budget predictability as you optimise your data infrastructure.

https://www.ensono.com/company/lets-connect/

